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Aikenhead titled "Science in Social Studies." To remind science
people that social issue's are ultimately human as opposed to
ultimately s 'entific, the author begins the paper with a discussion
about the ways humans come to gain knowledge through science,
religion, philosophy, and art. If science education is to deal
correctly with social issues, it must dial with the full range of how
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portrayal of science as formal and his statement that the mission of
science educators is to produce professional scientists. For a
student to use science as a tool to help resolve social issues,
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be just fof-the training of professional scientists. Secondly, the
author disagrees with Aikenhead's portrayal of decision makingi.e.,
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regular citizens. The third issue addressed is Aikenhead's statement
that because the human environment is changing, humans are "changing.
Many social studies people disagree with this view. Science and
society change, but the fundamental social issues remain essentially
the same. The fouith issue addressed is the idea of the resolution of
social ispes.'Scientific knowledge alone is' not sufficieht for
solving social problems. Knowledge from several sources must be
utilized. (Author/RM)
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SQCIAL STUDIES LOOKS AT SCIENCE: A CRITICAL

R/IEW OF "SCIENCE IN SOCIAL ISSUES"

Jim Parsons, Associate Professor

Department of Secondary Education

University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta

MAR 1 5 19E2

.I'm pleased to be able to respond to Glen Aikenhead's Discussion,

Paper,titled "Science in Social !issues" from the viewpoint of a personwho

likles his' life in social studies. First, I must commend this paper and Its__

movemeni towards a synthesis of science and social issues. Certalnly, in my

opinion, the paper is a cut above the first discussion paper from the Science

Council of Canada, "A Canadian Context for Science Education," which seemed

to me extremely uncritical of how science is viewed by others. Glen Aikenhead,\

to His Credit,'is critical.

To a social studies person, "Science in Social Issues" o -ffers much oppor.-

tunity for discussion about issues important 'to both science, as an enterprise,

and about how
humans live in a social context. I mean in my'response to the

ism

. paper to speak to four issues tliat seem to me particularly important. These are:

(1) The idea of science as a formal, specialized task.

(2) The idea of the efficacious citizen.

(3} . The idea-of-htmletn.-di
lemma and social change.

(4) The ideq of the resolution of social issues.

To a social studies..per on, science is an important source.of knowledge'

fcir humans..
That it, science is one of the main activities that humans employ

to gain knowledge about the world. In his discussion paper, Glen suggests that

science ss that activity thatAlumans use to satisfy their curiosity about the

Paper presented as'part of a Symposium on Science and Srcial Issugs (Edmonton,

Alberta, Candda, November 9, 1981).



world.' Let me add to that definition. Science is the activity that humans

use to satisfy their curiosity about the world through experimentation and

observation. What this suggests is that scientists gain knowledge through a

At
particular, general methodology -- they try something and they watch what

happens. Vhile knowledge gained through dxperimentation and observation is

important, when dealing with social issuv.it is not the only kind of import-
,

,a(

ant knowledge.

P.D. Ouspensky, a Russian philosopher, .states t at their are four ways

that,humans gain knowledge. Science, knowledge gal d.through experimentation

11

and okkervation, is one way: A second way of knowle ge is religious knowledge

knowledge gained through revelation. I recall, in 1975, writing a fictitious

dilemma about a medical missionary in a Third Wotld try who has come to

question his mission. He has healersmany people, but this act has seemed to

4

cause'greater hardship since the people he has healed have produced mar, off-

spring who are now consuming greater arnunts of foot'. As a result, the mission-
.

ary questions whether he has caused more hardship than he has alleviated. What

shdild he do? I thought the dilemma I
had written.was both useful for student

discussion and guitecleverly written, it was notan easy dilemma. A week or so

later, as I was balking in Austin,'Texas, P walked past a young lady whom 1 would--.

' guess was ano xigenic. remember how she looked vividly -- thin -- tall.

Suddenly, the dilemma 1 had written had more meaning than ever before. Her appear-
,

ante .revealed knowledge to mer

Ouspensky also states that people co me to know 'through philosophy., Philo-

sophicsophic knowledge is gained through human speculation. All humans 601&theories

about the structure of life and the world. For example, in Glen's paper there Are,
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at least, two clear'philosophicat theories put forth. On page 13, Glen specu-
.

lates\about the' nature of science, separating science into three ideas through

his three queitions. Question 1 infers-that to understand science one must

understand it as a type of, work. question 2 infers that to understand science

one must undertaad it as a way of knowing. Question 3 infers that to understand

science one must understand it tool to help solve social problems. I have

no quarrel here, and only mAn to make the point that this is philosophy'as

opposed to science. Glen's second important philosophical speculation is (page 2 )

that people "for sake'of discussion" can be broken into threif groups.(1) pro-

fessional scientists, (2) key decision makers, and (3) citizens. (Here, I have

a quarrel with Glen about the implit tions of his philosophy and these will be
t

discussed later). Glen has speculated about4the order of the world and has cate-

gorized three types of people. He has done philoOphy.

! /

The fourth kind of human knowledge is artistIc knowledge. Artistic knowledge

is emotive (emotions) knowledge. We can either come to know ourselves through

our own creative self-expressions or cbme to ow of erversons, groups,
3

or

times through art. For example, r have used Charles Dickens' novel Hard Times

in my university classes to show Dickens' perception of an education ba4d on

"the facts, the facts,4the facts." Through Gradgrind's experiences and the di-

lemma of Gradgrind's son Tom, the read9r can come to setL how Dickens views a

cei-ta kind of"pedagogy and, maybe, gain insight into his on view.

The point of this philosophical (by my own definition) ,discussion about the

ways humans. come to gain knowledge is to remind science people that social issues

are ultimately human as opposed to eltimately scientific. If a science education

is to deal correctly with social issues, it must deal with the full range of

0



how humans come to resolve these issues. Can science teachers tolerate discus-

It

sions in their classrooms where'students state that they, personally, had

/
..

sett'ed the issue to Their satisfaction because the-ihad a "religious experience"

c

. .
.

.

or bec uSe they read a poem about'a "jar in Tennessee?" If they are to deal

r

with social issues, th7 must.' Scientific knowledge, alone, is not sufficient

for the resolution ofsocial issues. Just.as Glen can not stay away from philo-

sophy in his paper, people resolvihg social issues can not stay away.from re-.
.

ligion, art, and philosophy. 'Man can not live by science alone. That a change
,

this,will bring to many science classrooms. 'Are teachers ready and willing?

SCIENCE AS FORMAL

I disagree with both &ken's portrayal of science as formal and, to me,

science educatorir_missi-on to produce professional scientists. God bless

scientist', Ihaveonothing inherently evil to say about them. And, for them

science is a formal, specialized activity, just as golf is a. formal, specialized

activity to those who earn theiNliving at it However, many hackers like me

enjoy golf,at a different level. There are many scientific "hackers" aswell.

Glen suggests (page 53) that science is allkstraction. Why? Certainly it can

be; butte it certainly need not be. ef science is a way of satisfying curiosity .

through experimentation and obiervation, help us know how to do science better.

Science can be for everyman. I would like science teachers to teach biology rat-
)

her than biologists, zoology rather.than.zoologists, Physicg, and chemistry rather

than physicists and chemists. Those science teachers whom I enjoyed'were not the

ones who wanted to show me how relevant science was to my life but rather the ones

. .

who showed me how much science was already a part of my like. For a student to'

use sci nce as a tool to help resolve social issues, science must become more

1
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available to the student. Courses must not justbe for the training of

professional scientist .

THE iFFICACIOUS CITIZEN

Undoubtedly, my big est disagreement with Glen's work is his portrayal

of decision making - how\it's done and .who,does it. Throughout the discussiono

II

paper, a common theme is than decision making in society..is done mostly by

3 411

those. in kej, (power) positions. For example; on page 15 Glen states that science
. .

ties not prepared students. for the future respon5ibilitiesor the role they will

play.. On page 29, Glen discusses citizens who become decision makers. The

focus within the paper is on people who; in the future at some point, will make

decisions. To most social studies people, their students are already decision

makers makiig personally crucial decisions about social issues. These students,

obviously, do,not have the global perspective or the well-developed ab.ility

to gather evidence that mare mature humans have. Bt they do'make decisions

about the conflict between their own freedom vs the control placedon.themby

others, they are often caught in the middle of. famine:5 trying to cling.to tra-'

ditiop in an atmosphereof change, and they are ,constantly making ethical decisions

that contrast what they believe is right with what they can explain: These cater -',

gories or isSuei are no different than the issues that adults face.,

Let me add another touch of philosophy. I would synthesize social. issues

into Three: (1) Freedom vs Control, (2) Tradition vs. Change (3) Ethics vs

Rationality. I must credit Et4i,onni's book ThActive Society with these tate4or-:
40

ies, since they struck me during* reading of-tht book. I have been testing .

,
these categories againseBi lemmas or issues for about two years (science) and they

"seem to work. Interestingly, I have since tried to find the source in Etzionhi's
a

4
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workibut have been unsuccessful. 1 had a student also read through the book

to spot the source, she couldn't. ,Sp, while 1 must credit.Etzionni 1 can't do

so exactly. Obviously, this. was revelation.

The breakdown of social roles on page tb is particularly interesting and

revealing. I see three points expressed here. 'These are:

.

(1) Canadian society is structured so that key decisions are made by a few

powerful specialists in decision making,

(2) Scientists do not make, very important decisiOns, and

('3) The general citizenry are quite unsuccessful at understanding and are

subject, to other, more powerful, people.

t

Let me. attend to each.to these, briefly. First, the idea that Canada is run

by a powerful elite who make key decisions is an idea voiced and implied through

the discussion paler. Tha Canada is democratic is a philosophical theory based

upon our focnding fathers' speculations about forms of governments. That Canada

is a country where key decisions are made
by powerful experts is a philosophical

theory based upon Gled's speculations onhow "things really are." One is n
7/

"true" than the other--until citizens come to act on their different speculations.

(;.The 1981 Alberta Social Studie Curriculum teaches that citizens of Alberta can,

'and should, be

has,

that

can partict

with social issues, would teach different]
tft

erful rces towards the resolution of social issues. Canada

tive government and
?mportant dgcisio s are made by persons granted

Ity. Canada also'has responsible government in which all citizens

te. This paper would suggest that science educators, when dealing

.,
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Second, Glen's indication seems.to be that scientists make different.

kinds ofidecigions than other people. For example, on
page,28 Glen suggests

methods used in making a scientific decision.
These include (a) reaching

concensus on-ail observation,
(b) picking a

working'hkpothesis, and, in. general,

(c) what to do next in ant scientific experiment.
(Page 60 echoes the same

decisions). Also, onyage'2a, Glen states that "Potential decision maker; are

.less easily
identified than are

future-scientists" and the "Key decision makers

carry out a prominent' function
in,determining the quality of Canadian society."

The' separation of, scientists from decision makers is quite frankly, to me,

frightening.

On p ge 29, the importance of a judicial decision on whether or not to

grant pat nts on organisms produced by cell-fusion is mentioned. Is it assumed

that sci t

elltte

ists will produce fhese Organisms without thought? On page 42; Glen

states that\ dropping of the atorlic bol, on Hiroshima was a political decision('

Certainly it was. BUt, it was a political decision made potsibte'by a small

/group of scientists who refused to make an ethical decision not. to produce the

bomb in the first pla"e.' What abp4 recombinant DNA? The separation of scientists

and decision
makers is improper from a social studies point of view since it

allows the scientist' too much
opportunity to play Pontius Pilate with ethics,.

Thri rd, Glen seems to portray the general citizenry as somehow unable to.

.11441act, power:fully.
Citizens are people "who try to make sellsel" "who try to cope,"

and "who are called .0015n" (by others) to voice ortinions. / It may simply be a

reaction to- terminology, but I get the feeling that citizens are viewed an unable

to act on.their own bjhalf., This view is Certainly not popular
with most social

studies people'and, if promotecLin a science and social issues curriculum suggests

how social issues are nor to be resolved.



HUMANDILEMMA AND SOCIAL "CHANGE

644,eflY, because this pointis not major to the paper and because it

se.
has been touched earlier, there is a tendency to believe that because human

environment is changing (rapid growth of technology) humans are changing.

Many social studies peopiedisagree with this view. That the woTld'is changing

1 is not to be disputed. "Future Shock" (and other tradition vs. change dilemmas)

does affect people. But, the change in environment and circurnstancs does not,
*

necessarily, change fundamental social issues. In fact, an imPOTtant reason to

study history is that history shows examples of other people involved in the

resolution of social issues,' (For example, Martin Luther's tension with the

Catholic Church can be seen as similar to Louis Riel's tension with C ada as

similar to Ralph Nader's tension with the auto industry). My belief is that

8

science and society change, but the fundamental social issues remain essentially

the sames People are not faced with new ethical queStions. They are, rather,

faced with new circumstances in which to resolve these, questions. Adolescents

are not "outsiders" trying to make sense out of a society shaped by science a'id

technology' (page 22). They are human "inSiders" grappting with fundamental social

issues, at their own level. Science, as a human enterp ise, can help them grapple.

' THE RESOLUTION OF SOCIAL ISSUES

Using this discussion paper as evidence, were scie ce a religio there would \.

be two primary dogmas. First, there would be the dogma f seeking nowledge
,

through the general methodology of experimentation and bseation. Second,

there would be the'dogrtitof tentativeness (page1161). S ienti is knowledge, is-

tentative knowledge. The reporting of scientific knowl dge is the reporting of

10
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redundant experience. But, as Glen quite correctly suggests, the knowledge

gained from science is dependant, partly, on the technology available. For

example, scientists use,the Microscope to see smaller phenomena more clearly

I .

and the telescope to see distant phenomena more clearly. As new.twls are

perfected for better viewing, reCiundantexperience is repkedwit.pinew ex-

/

perience. 'There ls goOd reason for scientific knowledge to be tentative.

But, can this tentativeness be carried over into the resolution of social ,

issues? -

Glen's paper talks a great deal about the nature of science but net a

great deal about the nature of students. . If the classi'ooM scenario described

On page 38 is typical of the resol6Zion of social issues in a science classroom,

my opinion is that students would not be satisfied. There is a great deal of ,

analysis towards the resolution of the issue,.but no actual resolution of the

issue. The activity comes up short. -.While this tentativeness might be good

science, I
would suspect that students would find it frustrating.

CONCLUSION

James Page's
disCussio?Cpaper-"A Canadian Context for Science Education"

laments the demise of science and the lack of money and proirams. There is no

doubt that scivice has fallen from the status of a God-term (Richard'Hoffeteader,

Anti- Intellectualism in American History). In my mind, the real demise of science

can be seen more in the fact that science is no longer used to sell bommercial

prodUcts through the media than in program and budget cuts, these beling tied to

414

the personal political whim of "key decision makers." -.We used to sale toothilistf,

hair tonic,-.and gasoline sold by calling, attention to scientific.folmulas. Pro-

gress used to be General Electric's most important product. Things have changed.

11
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Today we are more apt to see ['natural" or "organic" cosmetics or foods. A

large percentage of people view scie e more as problem than as solution.

- Probably, it is equally unfair to view science as a saviour or as a

curse. Science is, quite simple, oneway that humans gain knowledge. As a

source of knowledge, it is usefulifor thd resolution of social issues. In

order to gain the greatest use from the synthesis of science curricula with

social issues, I believe the following points shou(1 ) be,noted by science

educators.

(1) Every person does scienci, it dO>not have to be a formal, activity.
r-

The.purpoe of science education should not, necessarily, be the

education of profes4ional scientists",

(2) Every person-4s a decision maker, including scientist; and "regular".

citizens.

(3) Although soience;"technology, society; and human circumstance change,
,

the fundamental social issues faced by people do not change.

(4) Knowledge, useful for the resolution of socfal issues.-.comes from,

several sources. Scientific knowledge alone is nat sufficient for

the resolution'of social issues.
3

The ju faposition of science education and social issues is an imporant

connection. However, without a clear understanding of social context. science

educators may find that their curriculum lacks an essential understanding.


